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WORLDWIDE AFFAIRS 

BRIEFS 

USSR, JAPAN SALMON PROTOCOL--Moscow, 23 Apr, TASS--Soviet-Japanese intergovern- 

mental talks on the order and conditions of the Japanese salmon fishing in the 

northwestern part of the Pacific in 1982 ended in Moscow today. The protocol 

was signed on behalf of the Soviet side by the USSR minister of fisheries, 

Vladimir Kamentsev, and on behalf of the Japanese side by the charge d'affaires 

ad interim of Japan in the USSR, H. Ovada. [Text] [LD240110 Moscow ‘ASS in 
English 1612 GMT 23 Apr 82] 

CSO: 5200/2073 



AUS’ dALIA 

BRIE®PS 

ISLAND FiSHING RIGHTS--Palm [(siand's Aboriginal Community Council has rejected 

the State Government's land rights proposal. The council chairman, Mr Tommy 

Geia, said yesterday the itlanders wanted freehold title, mineral rights and 

fishing rights in waters within 5 km of the coastline of the Palm group. "We 

don't want some politicians or bureaucrats in Brisbane having the last say in 

everything that happens on this reserve,” Mr Geia said. "We want self-manage- 

ment, not government management,” he said. The anders wanted freehold 

title, vested in the council, over the eicht islands making up the present re- 

serve, he said. They wanted control over mining, timber-cutting, tourism and 

fishing activities on the reserve, he said. “The only way the Palm Islanders 

can achieve what they want is to be in control of all matters concerning the 

reserve,” Mr Geia said. [Brisbane THE COURIER-MAIL in English 24 Mar 82 p 18) 

CSO: 5200/7534 



NEW DELHI April 1 

The US attitude in misting on certain 
amendments to the draft convention of the 

aw of the sea which amounts to ts gong 
beck on 4s comwntments. has resulted in @ 

stalemate and woertamty about the adoption 

of the convention and the signing of the resty 
on the bess of the consensus arrived at 
Parla 

The US. stand aims at fr private 
mernatonal comperwes of all thew gations 

io transfer thew production of see-bed weslth 
to the mternatonal sea bed Buthor ity. proposed 
to be created 

Mr P Sh Shenker, Union Minister for 
Petroleum. Chemicals and Fertilizers gave ths 
riormation m the Lok Sabha today while 
arewernng 07a on behef of Mr PV 
Nay asimha Mirwster for External Affars 

He sed that 1! States. inciuding Norway 
Sweden ODennerk Kreland and iceland at 
the instance of Mr Tommy |T 6B Koh of 
Sgapore. presiert of the thd UN con 
ference on the law of the sea. are now rying 
to sO “moderate these amendments as to 

be scoeptatbte to offer courtries 

But the mood of the other counties ss 
that the convention should be adupted and 
treaty signed despite the US and as allies 
opposition 

No surrender Mr Shiv Shanker said thet 
"Oa would not surrender the agreement 

However ts would depen upon the views 

of the member-couctries of the Group of 77 
At the UN convention, which ended m Augutt 

198! all the countres including the Group 
of 77 fet that they should oo ahead with 

the Bgrwng of the convention and the treaty 
ihe Minster booed mternatonal oressure 

would bring the US. round but this might 
tv'n Out to be @ pious hooe 

At the '!th session of the third UN 
corference on the law of the sea now 
65600 W/O New York from March 6 1GR? 

india a6 also the members of the Group of 
7? and other States are exarwrng the US 

5200/7037 

ER ANSWERS QUESTIONS ON LAW-OF-THE-SEA MEET 

THE HINDU in English 2 Apr 82 p 9 

amendments and will try to persuade the 
US. not to reopen the negotiations on the 
fundamental espects of the internetione! regwne 
on whch consens.s has already been reached 

Effect of ernenciments: Vir. Shiv Shanker 
said the effect of the fwe US amendrrents 
would be to scrap tm anti-monopoly provisions 
in the convention 

Mr Shw Sher eo sad m Ws replies to 
Mr Bikhu Rar Jen mM S 8B Sidnel, Mr 
ey PE Mr Niren Ghosh and others 
that UN declaration of principles governing 

the see-bed end the ocean floor aw Tr 
subsow thereof beyond the limats of nations 
jure@iction. wiwoh declared the mtarnatiors 
pee bed arose and its resources as the “comvnm 
heritage of mankind. was adopted by Tx 
UN. Assembly on December 17. 1980. oa 
8 majority of 108 states in favow,. none 
and 14 abstentions inca voted for ther 

and ly supported « as @ fundametts 
Princ pe ewternatorna or 

INDIA 
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PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA 

a 

"XINHUA*® HAITI ADOPTION OF LAW OF SEA CONVENTION 

1021958 Beijing XINHUA in English 1829 GMT 2 May 52 
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LAW OF SEA TREATY A SHAKY VICTORY FOR DEVELOPING NATIONS 

Manila PHILIPPINES DAILY EXPRESS in English 4 May 82 p 4 

\E ditorial] 

ext | Tue RECENT adoption of the iaw of the sea treaty in the 
United Nations — after eight years of exhaustive and sometimes 

bitter deliberations — is a significant though stil! shaky victory for 
the world’s developing nations, including the Philippines. 

Where once there was confusion and conflict among nations in 

their arbitrary assertion of maritime rights, now there is at least a 

framework in regulating the use of the oceans and in exploiting 
seabed resources, incluciing fish, oil and other minerals. 

Despite opposition from th: United States and a few other 
countries which abstained ou voted again.t the treaty, the 
developing nations’ claim to their territorial waters now has a legal 
foundation to stand on. 

A country with a wide coastline and rich seabed mineraij 

resources, the Philippines is expected to derive major benefits 
from the law of the sea treaty. 

In assessing these benefits, Minister of State for Foreign Affairs 
Arturo M. Tolentino — chairman of the Philippine delegation to 

the UN law of the sea conference — mentioned two concessions 
which the country has won as a result of the treaty's approval. 

The first is the archipelago principle which internationally 

stabilizes the Philippine claim of sovereignty over 170,000 square 
nautical miles of waters around and between the nation’s many 
islands. 

The other concession is the exclusive economic zone rights 
which gives the country jurisdiction over a belt of water 200 

nautical miles wide around the archipelago. 
With regard to the mining of seabed mineral resources by 

international companies, the treaty stipulates that the income 

from such venture will have to be shared with the host country. 
Furthermore, the proceeds from such seabed exploitation are to 

be distributed among developing countries under the princip'e that 
the resources of the deep sea are the common heritage of 

mankind 

The law of the sea treaty, however, could adversely affect the 

interests of the more advanced countries who have the advantage 

PH 77 FT 

“ee PPINES 



of technology and capital over the rest of the nations. Without the 

agreement, these countries can exploit sea resources almost 

without regulation in practically all corners of the globe to the 

detriment of the developing world. 
The conflict of views between the signatoriesand those opposed 

to the treaty could pose a threat to the spirit of the treaty. With 

their technology and capital, industrialized countries could exert 

pressure on host countries for them to compromise, thereby sacri- 

ficing the rights they are supposed to enjoy. 

Since ne less than a concerted global action can assure the pro- 

tection and just exploitation of the resources of the sea, a reconci- 

liation of contrasting positions should be affected by both the dev- 
eloping and industrialized nations. If it falls short of this, let the 
treaty at least be respected by all. 

CSO: 5200/5652 



SOLTH KOREA 

BRIEFS 

FOREIGN MINISTRY ON TREATY--Seoul, May 3 (YONHAP)--A spokesman for the Foreign 

Ministry said Monday that the UN conference-approved International Law of the 

Sea Treaty was compatible with South Korea's existing agreements with Japan, 

and reiterated Seoul's position that it is ready anytime to hold talks with 

Beijing on matters pertaining to continental shelves and economic zones. The 

spokesman said however, that, for security reasons, South Korea will continue 

to require the prior notification of all vessels passing through its territorial 

waters, including those ships that fall into the “innocent passage” category. 
[he International Law of the Sea Treaty, providing for a 320-km (200 miles) 

economic zone in the waters surrounding each country, was approved by a UN con- 

ference Friday. Before it becomes effective, it must be ratified by at least 

60 nations. The United States has voiced its opposition to the treaty. [Text] 

[SKO30842 Seoul YONHAP in English 0830 CMT 3 May 82] 

cso: 5200/2073 



GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC 

SEA LAW DELEGATE COMMENTS ON CONVENTION VOTE 

LDO21130 East Berlin ADN International Service in German 0921 GMT 2 May 82 

[Text UN/New York -- The llth session of the UN Law of the Sea Conference on Friday 

adopted the international convention on the Law of the Sea. One-hundred-and-thirty 

States voted for the treaty and four, among them the United States and Israel, voted 

against. Seventeen states, among them the GDR and the USSR, abstained, as did a number 

of West European states, among them the FRC and Great Britain. 

The head ot the GDR delegation, Dr Guenter Goerner, said that the documents, on which the 

vote was taken as a package, contained a resolution on advance investments for future sea 

mining which gives the Western industrial states one-sided advantages. If there had been 

1 separate vote the GDR would have voted against the discriminating resolution, but for 

t hee nvention, its appendices and the other resolutions. 

The head of the DR delegation stressed that the convention would help strengthen peace, 

security, cooperation and peaceful relations between all states. It is proof of the 

possibility, in spite of a complicated international situation, of reaching agreements 

mp i« ind urgent questions of vital interest for all states. 

final formulation of the cunvention is to be ratified at a final discussion by th 

conference in September, and its signing left open until the end of the year in Caracas 

(Venezuela). Ratification by at least 60 states is necessary before the convention can 

me int force 

CSO: 200/27073 



CHILE 

BRIEFS 

BEAGLE TALKS PROGRESS--Foreign Minister Rene Rojas Galdames has expressed his 

satisfaction at the new momentum observed in the talks held by the Argentine 

and Chilean delegations within the framework of the papal mediation. He said 

the words of the holy father had instilled greater dynamism to the talks and 

will thus make it possible for these talks, which had been stalemated, to move 

at a new pace. He reported that he had talked by phone with Foreign Ministry 

Under Secretary Ernesto Videla, who had briefed him on the talks. Rojas 

Galdames ruled out for the time being the possibility of a meeting of the 

Argentine and Chilean foreign ministers at the Vatican. He made these remarks 

to newsmen after attending a meeting the president holds every Monday. [Tex:] 

[PY271230 Santiago Chile Domestic Service in Spanish 1100 GMT 27 Apr 82] 

CSO: »200/2073 



JAMAICA 

PLANS FOR LAW OF THE SEA CENTER REMAIN DOUBTFUL 

FL102211 Bridgetown CANA in English 2132 GMT 10 May 82 

[Text] Kingston, Jamaica, 10 May (CANA)--Jamaica's plans to host the head- 

quarters of the International Seabed Authority (ISA) could run into serious 

problems if the United States, which voted against the United Nations Law 

of the Sea convention, stays out and is able to [word indistinct] other 

Western nations into drafting a mini-pact, according to a former deputy 

chief of the U.S. negotiating team. 

In August last year Jamaica was chosen as the site of the ISA headquarters 

and the governmert is busily completing a temporary conference centre in 

Kingston to host the first meetings of the preparatory committee of the ISA, 

scheduled for early next year. The authority will be responsible for the 

operation of the Law of the Sea treaty. 

However, serious doubts over the effectiveness of any Law of the Sea developed 

when, during the adoption vote last week, the United States, Israel, 

Venezuela and Turkey voted against the treaty. 

Seventeen countries, including almost the entire Soviet bloc, abstained, 

adding to the concern over the future of the agreement. 

Lee Rattina, who was up to 30 April still a member of the U.S. negotiating 

team, told the GLEANER newspaper here that the four countries who voted 

against adopting the convention were expected to contribute about 50 percent 

of the budget of the ISA headquarters. 

He added: “Tf the four countries stay out, the cost of the infrastructure 

will be shared among the remaining countries, and that is a difficult finan- 

ial burden. The French may want to sign the convention, but might not want 

to pick up 25 percent share of the budget and may stay out of the treaty to 

avoid the increased cost. 

"This has serious implications for Jamaica and is something the Jamaican 

Government should explore very rapidly.” 

Most of the more than 100 countries which voted in favour of the convention 

were poor, under-developed nations. 



Also important was the fact that the United States has been considering the 

possibility of getting Western countries which have reservations about aspects 

ot the convention to join it in a separate pact. 

The head of the U.S. delegation, James Malone, told reporters in New York at 

the weekend: "We certainly will continue to look very closely at this (a 
mini treaty) with our allies which are possible near term deep sea miners. 

Mr Rattina told the GLEANER that the U.S. campaign would begin within the 

next three weeks. 

At the centre of Reagan administration's objectionto the treaty is the 

limitations it places on arbitrary deep seabed mining by major companies, 

and the relative preferences given to “the enterprise,” which is to be the 

entrepreneurial arm of the ISA. 

They are also concerned with the technological transfer and profit sharing 

arrangements that the treaty insists industrialised countries must undertake 

with Third World states during seabed exploration on the grounds that the 

seas were the common heritage of mankind. 

The creation of a mini convention will be stoutly opposed by Third World 

countries, as was indicated in New York last week by Law of the Sea con- 

ference Singapore's Tommy Kohn. 

Kohn told reporters: "I want to tell you, and through you I want to tell 
them, that I will take it upon myself to persuade the U.N. General Assembly 

to adopt a decision asking the international court of justice for an advisory 

opinion on whether such activities under unilateral legislation are lawful 

or illegal _ 

If the court ruled on the mini-treaty, he added, "I would like to see whether 
these Western countries ‘thich have been sermonizing to the Third World about 
the rule of law will ask their consortia to stop such activities or whether 

they will reveal themselves to be a bunch of greeiy hypocrites.” 

The Soviet Union has so far not revealed its intentions, although last month 

it said it would allow its state corporations to go-ahead with deep sea mining. 

However, it was noted that they would not be ready for their ventures until 
about the middle of the decade, and the Kremlin had said that it could 

rescind its decree if a Law of the Sea convention was signed. 

lamaica is hoping that the events, sparked-off when the new Reagan acminis- 

tration last year called for a review of the draft treaty that had been 
approved by its predecessor, will not end up in legal entanglements. 

It will need 60 countries to ratify the convention for it to become operabie, 

and it was expected that signing would take place in September in Venezuela-- 

the country where the negotiations started and one which voted against adoption. 



But with all the difficulties and because of the work still to be done, the 

ing has been put back until December. J ~ ~ ~ 

Said Jamaican Foreign Minister Hugh Shearer in Parliament here last week: 

"It is our fervent wish that those countries which did not adopt the Law of 

the Sea convention will find it possible to put it right in December.” 

< ; 

CSO: 5200/2074 



TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO 

BRIEFS 

POREIGN TRAWLER PROBLEM--Local fishermen are incurring heavy losses because 

foreign trawlers destroy their boats and fishing nets. This was revealed at 

a meeting between the Minister of Agriculture, Lands and Food Production Mr. 

Kamaluddin Mohammed and the New Port of Spain Fishing Co-operative, recently. 

At the meeting, Mr Mohammed was told of the loss of nets through the passage 

of foreign vessels and the destruction of fishing boats by foreign trawlers, 

according to a release from the ministry. The delegation also discussed the 

response of the Coast Guard to fishing boats and to fishermen missing at sea. 

Another matter raised was the renovation of the new wholesale fish market in 

Port of Spain. Mr. Mohammed has asked the National Fisheries Company to pre- 

pare and implement a programme for the “immediate rehabiiitation” of the mar- 

ket which will eventually be used by fishermen. According to the release, the 

delegation pointed to the urgent need for relocation of fishermen from the 

existing market because of the deterioration of facilities there. The pro- 

gramme is to include refurbishing cold storage facilities, repair to buildings, 

dredging of the sea front and security on the compound. The co-operative has 

been invited by Mr. Mohammed to submit the names of a few persons in their mem- 

bership for collaboration with officials of the ministry in the implementation 

of the programme. [Port-of-Spain TRINIDAD GUARDIAN in English 9 Apr 82 p 12] 

CSO: 5200/7532 



INTER-ARAB AFFAIRS 

SAL UL-SUDANESE DEEP SEA MINING TO BEGIN 

Beirut AN-NAHAR ARAB REPORT & MEMO in English No 10, 8 Mar 82 p 7 

\Text|) Saudi Arabia and Sudan have agreed to begin work on a joint project 

to mine minerals from the Red Sea. The agreement was signed three weeks ago 

by Sudanese Energy Minister Sharif Mohammed Tihami while on a visit to Riyadh, 

as this newsletter reported in its February 22 issue. Our London correspon- 
dent gives us further details of the project. 

Saudi Arabia and Sudan are to press ahead with mining operations in the Red 

Sea which could produce revenues of up to $80 million a ycar. The project 

is being handled by the Saudi-Sudan Red Sea Commission, which is concentrat- 

ing its «fforts on the Atlantis II deep. The muds in the deep contain a 

variety of sulphide ores with up to 6 per cent zinc, 1.0 per cent copper and 

0.1 per cent silver. The deep is believed to contain a total of about 1,/00,000 

tonnes of zinc, 400,000 tonnes of copper and 4,000 tonnes of silver. The total 

value of recoverable minerals is put at $3 billion. 

fechnology and equipment for mining the muds of the Atlantis II deep is being 

developed by West Germany's Preussag, which has already carried out a pre-pilot 

mining programe. 

A pilot mining project is now envisaged, with possible full-scale mining ope- 

rations then starting by 1990. The ores would be taken for processing to the 
new Saudi industrial city of Yanbu. However, final costs have not been fully 

calculated and these couid amount to more than $200 million a year. 

Saudi Arabia is footing the project's bill at this stage. Eventually, Sudan 

is expected to contribute, with its share of costs being deducted from reve- 

nue. Share-out problems are not anticipated since Atlantis II is in a common 

economic zone established by the two countries. 

[he muds are up to 30 metres thick and lie between 1,000 and 2,000 metres below 

the surface. Initial fears that the pollution caused by the mining might pose 

insuperable problems have been eased by provisional conclusions chat the 

discarded mud and chemicals used in the mining process can be properly disposal 

of at such a depth. 

CSO: »200/5006 
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HOUSE OF AS- 

SEMBLY. — Mr 

Philip Myburgh 

(PFP, Wynberg), 
called for a judicial 

commission of in- 

quiry yesterday 

into the destruc- 
tion of marine re- 

sources in South 
African and SWA 
waters. 

Speaking during the 
debate on the Agricul- 

ture and Fisheries Bud- 

get vote, Mr Myburgh 
said that, as a result of 
exploitation, South 
Africa today found it- 
self with a fishing re 
source which had been 
virtually ruined 

“Over the years, the 

sea has been open to 
abuse and this govern- 
ment under various 
ministers — I! cannot in- 
clude the oresent minis- 

ter — has refused to 
take action to protect 

the resource,” he said 
The fact that a White 

Paper was presented 
two years after the 
Commission of Inquiry 
into the marine re- 

sources completed its 
work, was an indication 

FISHERIES 

English 4 May 82 ; 

of the lack of attention 
paid to the fishing in- 
dustry 

Mr Myburgh said he 
suspected that the the 
ories of scientist, Dr 
Jan Lochne:, regarding 
the collapse of the pil- 
chard resource in SWA 

were never put to Dr A 
P Burger, the scientific 
adviser to the Prime 

Minister, “in the same 
form and manner as to 
the commission.” 

Nowhere in the com- 
mission's recommenda- 

tions was any reference 
made to the need for 

soentists to evaluate 

the accuracy of Dr 
Lochner’s theory on 
limits which could be 

placed on the catch to 
enable the resource to 
maintain itself 

“If | am correct in 
the deduction that the 
correct information 
was not submitted to 

Dr Burger, then this is 
a Gear breach of faith 
by the Minister's de 
partment, and certainly 

pleces the Prime Minis- 
ter’s Advisory Council 
in a very awkward pos- 

ition 

“Before the end of 
this debate, the Minis- 
ter (Mr Pietie du Ples- 

e 4 

sis) should be able to 

pointed to greed and 
over-exploitation as 
having led to the de- 
struction of the pelagic 
fish resou:.e 

“While direct allega- 

less looks as if certain 
people were aware of 
the destruction, but 

that money and other 
interests were more im- 
portant than the pro- 
tection of our re. 
sources.” 

There were also nu- 

merous newspaper re- 
ports on events taking 
place iu False Bay in 
which so-called inspec- 
tors were bribed. Cover- 
ups and  wunder-the- 
counter payments see. 
med to be the order of 
the day 

However, he believed 
thet these were only 
the small fry 

“The big names be- 
hind this débcle in the 

fishing industry must 
be found somehow.” 

SOUTH AFRICA 
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USSR 

signed in an 

intensive talks representatives 

9 

of the Sea Convention. The 

aracas, the capital of Venezuela, in December this year. Under the 

is to come into force a year after it is signed and ratified by 60 
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SOVIET ENVOY'S REMARKS AT LOS CONFERENCE 

LD291314 Moscow TASS in English 1050 GMT 29 Apr 82 

\By TASS correspondent Yevgeniy Menkes] 

[Text | New Yorn, 29 Apr, TASS -- The delegates of the Western powers, above all the 

nited States, at the session of the third United Nations Conference on the Law of the 

Sea, which is ending here, are making the last attempts at bargaining for additional advan- 

tagee for the transnational corporations that survey and exploit minerals at the bottom 

of the sea. It was precisely under Washington pressure that provisions were included in 

the working document, prepared by the conference chairman and discussed at the plenary 

meeting of the session, under which discriminatory provisions against the USSR and a number 

‘f other countries would be introduced in the final text of the draft international conven- 

tion on the Law of the Sea. They deal with the question of regulating preliminary capital 

investments in initial activities connected with polymetallic concretions. 

Many speakers in the debates at the plenary meeting expressed their principled objections 

to such provisions, pointing out that they objectively did not reflect the necessary 

equality between the principal potential prospectors and exploiters of metalbearing con- 

cTretions. 

It follows from such a proposal that some states would be able to obtain rights which 

should be granted only by the convention without even signing it, Deputy Foreign Minister 

of the USSR S.P. Kozryev, the head of the Soviet delegation at the session, said. An 

imbalance between the rights and duties of such states would, of course, arise. Some 

countries, such as the USSR and also India and France, are bound to sign the convention, 

shile the United States, Britain, the FRC, Japan and others are not bound to sign it. 

This discriminates against states which obtain protection of preliminary capital invest- 

ments only in conditions of their signing the convention. This approach arouses anxiety 

‘t the delegations from developing countries, the anxiety which we fully have shared and 

lo share. 

Kke-omphasizing the importance of strict observance of the principle of equality in 

lctermining ‘he recime for prospecting and exploiting the resources of the world ocean, 

the head of the Soviet delegation appealed to the participants in the conference not to 

pr or the further introduction of any changes in the official draft convention. 

The stand of the Soviet delegation met with full understanding and support of many socialist 

ind developing states. The rights of states to access to the resources of the sea bottom 

ire adequately safeguarded in the draft convention and supplements to it, and there is not 

the slightest need of any changes or additions since this would create an imbalance in the 

future activity of the new international bottom of the sea agency, which is now being set 

up, said Abdul Koroma, the permanent representative of Sierra Leone at the United Nations. 

Thies would also legalise laws, wnilaterally enacted by such countries as the United States, 

Sritain and the FRC, on the regulation of the production of concretions in deep water regions 

which the conference had opposed. 
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COAST GUARD TO STEP UP EFFORT AGAINST ILI EGAL FISHING 

Stockholm SVENSKA DACBLADET in Swedish 31 “Mar 82 p 6 

Article by Hans 0. Alfredsson) 

[Text] The coast guard will be better equipped to combat illegal fishing in 

the Swedish Baltic Sea zone. This was indicated by Trade Minister Bjorn Molin 

(Liberal Party) at a question-and-answer sessfon in parliament on Tuesday. 

Molin referred to a bill recently proposed by the government concerning 

participation hy the Customs Office in policing Swedish waters. According to 

the proposal, the coast guard would have practically the same rights as police, 

for example to force foreign vessels into port and to interrogate the crew. 

It is suggested that the law go into effect on 1 July. 

The trade minister answered a question from Jens Friksson (Conservative Party) 

illegal fishing in the Baltic Sea. Eriksson asked what the government 

intended to do to create law and order in the Swedish economfc zone. 

ry 

lust several weeks ago a fishing boat from Cotland was forced to pay heav 

fines after entering Soviet waters and it was, in part, for this reason that 

Friksson asked the question. 

reater Resources 

Riorn “Mig ] in etreesed that the “ve «=tome OF € t<« e had receiveuw greater rTresou;°r: es 

for surveillance since the fishing zone was expanded on 1 January 1978. He 

ilso reported on existing penalties and current practice. 

"Th j nly gives us an idea of the lack of interest and the powerlessness we 

feel while attempting to protect Swedish fishing interests,” Jens Friksson 
said The problem, of course, is that the coast guard cannot force illegal! 

1} hing vessel : into port. 

rm Molin maintained that the government *s proposal would give the Custor 

ffice the authority sought by Tene Friksson 
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TURKEY EXPLAINS VOTE AGAINST LAW OF THE SEA AGREEMENT 

TAO31115 Ankara Domestic Service in Turkish 1000 GMT 3 May 82 

[Text] Foreign Ministry spokesman Ambassador Nazmi Akiman has said that the 
agreement approved at the UN Law of the Sea Conference has provisions which 

are incompatible with Turkey's vital and legal rights and interests in the 

Aegean Sea. Akiman said: Turkey has voted against the agreement in a bid to 

decisively express its determination to defend its vital and legal rights and 
interests. Akiman made a statement on the issue following journalists’ 

questions on the Law of the Sea agreement. Akima:. recalled that Turkey made 
positive contributions to the preparation of the agreement with the belief 

that it would secure a just and lasting order in the seas, solve existing 

and possible differences and receive universal acceptance. Noting that 

despite these efforts the text of the agreement contains provisions incompati- 

ble with Turkey's legal rights and interests in the Aegean Sea, Akiman said 

that in addition to various proposals on amendments a proposal enabling the 

inclusion of a reservation to the agreement was also rejected. The spokes- 

man added that Turkey voted against the agreement following these rejections. 

He said: At this stage, it is out of the question for Turkey to sign the 

agreement. 

Akiman said that the agreement contains provisions which will secure various 

economic benefits to developing countries but that the practical value of 

these provisions diminishes in view of the distribution of the votes. ‘as 

heard] Akiman concluded by saying that it is unthinkable that vital inter- 

ests concerning national security be exposed to dangers because of various 

economic interests. 

The agreement adopted at the UN Law of the Sea Conference on Friday allows 
the concerned countries to extend their territorial waters to 12 miles, 
their economic zones to 200 miles and their continental shelves up to 350 

miles. The agreement also contains a piovision saying that islands can have 

territorial waters and continental shelves just as the mainlands. The agree- 

ment also envisages the free passage of all vessels, including warships, 

through straits. The agreement, which will be open to signatures in 

December, will go into effect 1 year after it is signed by at least 60 

members. 
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